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 Additionally, it adds new male hairstyles to the NPCs. Included in this mod is a change to the default text used when a character is in disguise. The new text is "Dressed as "TOTAL STATUS: "+TOTAL STATUS:". So when the default text is shown, the player would see something like "Dressed as "Elf Girl:+Rarity: Elven"". As of release, the mod changes the head as well as the clothing for the
following characters: - Ren - Lady of the  - NPC's with "Elf Girl" as their text box - Lady of the  has updated hair - The Lady of the 's head is now animated. Gallery Extra Scenes FAQ 1. I can't seem to remove the tracks when I walk. This is an issue with the current "latest and greatest" version of the official mod. However, I am making the NPC head turn smoother, so if you decide to use this mod,
let me know. 2. I can't figure out how to put my own picture in the picturebox. See the readme file, "Extra Scenes.txt", for more details. 3. I get a message saying there is no license file. Right click the file and select "Open File Location", and save it to your computer. Then move the file to the location specified in the Extra Scenes.txt. 4. What's going on with the fonts? The official mod allows you to
change the fonts, however, with the mod, you are no longer allowed to do this, you must use the exact fonts used in the original game. Usage In the shortcut, replace "mod" with the name of your mod. For instance, mine is "Ren.rar". Click "Run" to play. If you are having issues with mod compatibility, see the Mod compatibility section. Optional If you want to add a background, the original textures

are included. If you want to add a background to a character, add the character's skin texture to your folder, add the files to the folder, and replace the "character.png" in the shortcut with the name of your skin file. For example, Ren's is Ren.png, 82157476af
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